Modelling hidden genetic risk from family history for improving polygenic risk prediction and increasing yield of diagnostic sequencing

**Abstract:** Polygenic risk scores based on common genetic variants have demonstrated significant potential in both research and clinical settings. However, it is important to consider whether family history, a traditional genetic predictor, still provides valuable information. Family history of complex traits and diseases can be influenced by various factors, including the transmission of rare pathogenic variants, shared environmental exposures within families, and a common genetic predisposition.

In this presentation, I will introduce a latent factor model that aims to quantify disease risk beyond what is captured by a common genetic variant-based polygenic risk score but inferable from family history. I will discuss how this model can enhance population-level risk stratification for complex diseases such as cardiovascular diseases, Alzheimer’s disease, and idiopathic short stature. Additionally, I will discuss its potential in prioritizing individuals who are more likely to carry clinically actionable rare pathogenic variants for diagnostic sequencing.

At the end of the presentation, I will provide an overview of other ongoing and future research directions, focusing on the development and implementation of statistical genetics methods for improving the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of complex diseases.
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